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KET BENEFIT: CFMF teaches the skills and techniques that enable new ideas for fashion to be
communicated with precision and flair, showing the way forward for a new generation of fashion
designers. CFMF teaches how to draw fashion using colored markers, a medium that is easy to
use, convenient, inexpensive and easy to learn. CFMF includes step-by-step drawings and
photo sequences as well as clear and complete textural explanations that provide all the
technical information and expert guidance needed to draw all types of modern garments. Photos
of actual applications of technique with accompanying text. Unprecedented in linking fasion and
Color/Design theory and illustrating the concepts using examples from fashion. Explains how to
use color effectively in defining the tones used on the face, body and hair, for all skin tone colors
and hair types. Shows how to draw garments of every type of a wide range of different fabrics.
Designed to be used by readers of all l

About the AuthorSylvia Woods is one of the leaders in the harp world. She has written over 20
books for the harp, and has made three recordings. She owns the Sylvia Woods Harp Center
Store and Mail Order Catalog, selling harps, harp music books, harp recordings, and
accessories.
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The Little Dictionary of Fashion: A Guide to Dress Sense for Every Woman Portfolio Presentation
for Fashion Designers



Zules Q., “One of my favorite books worth the $. I had Nancy as my teacher in college. We used
her book. At the time I thought it was good but after purchasing so many other books only to be
sadden of what it held. I noticed I compared it so much to Nancys books. Her stuff is great this
book is outstanding. I always go back to it for a good read/review. Your money is def. worth
spending on this book. Really useful info.”

Gabis, “Awesome book, style is a little outdated though. Awesome book, style is a little outdated
though. Under guidance from a city college prof. and with this book, I was able to draw some
pretty decent fashion sketches. Check them out @gabriella_briana (IG).”

aslio, “SO GOOD. this book is SO SO SO USEFUL,if you are a beginner in fashion design or it
doesnt matter if you are not, just buy this book. every single detail you need to be able to draw
like a real fashion designer is included.and this book is also useful as this one,i insist you to buy
it too,you wont regret! 
  
9 Heads: A Guide to Drawing Fashion (3rd Edition)”

YOGI-BEAR, “Awesome!!!!!!!!!!. This is an amazing book, the condition of the book is excellent
and it was shipped immediately upon purchasing it. Now if you've had some exposure to
rendering in markers and colored pencils, you'll really like this book and for half the price point I
purchased it at, you really can't beat it!”

RMB, “Great Transaction. Came just as described! Thank you!”

Bobbye, “Great condition.. Great condition”

Venezia P., “very good structured book. very good structured book. It can be used by a beginner,
intermediate, or advanced level. In the beginning of the book it breaks down how to be used in
accordance with the proficiency level.”

Duza, “It`s a great book. Couldn`t expect less from Nancy Riegelman. It`s a great book. Couldn`t
expect less from Nancy Riegelman. Designing with markers is now easy and gives a whole new
look to my drawings.”

Marymary, “Excellent book, great value for money and great condition.. Great condition nearly
perfect condition if not perfect. I am very pleased. It is excellent value. The book is large size for
some reason I thought it was going to be the size of a novel but is is the size of a picture book,
bigger than 4A. The drawings are great and the use of markers as colours is fantastic. For



fashion ideas /drawings it is of great use and to learn how to draw with markers would be of use
to anyone. I am really pleased with this book, it is much better than I expected and would
recommend it to anyone interested in fashion and drawing.”

dragonfly2012, “Fantastic. This was my first purchase with Amazon a few years ago. It was a
great experience as the price was very good and the delivery arrived very fast. The book is
fantastic. It is full of guidance for those who want to use markers to draw and there are plenty of
pictures. Great tutorial. I would highly recommend this!”

pauline birkett, “Four Stars. son uses it for Uni say its good”

maya nakar, “so useful!. love this book! helps to improove your coloring and illustrating skills. it is
simply a great guide.for painting with markers”

The book by Janet Evans has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 69 people have provided feedback.
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